
We build skills
across the World



Advanced Consultancy Services (ACS) is among and leading Overseas Recruitment 

Consultants and Manpower supplying agency with an excellent track record and recognized by 

the Government of India. ACS, recruits and helps accurately to place people in assignments, 

providing our customers with productive workers and employees with work that matches their 

skills and abilities.

ACS has privilege of providing potential job opportunities with promising career prospects for 

several thousands of aspiring candidates in highly lucrative positions with highly reputed 

Multinationals and other industrial clients in Gulf / Middle East, North America and Europe. ACS 

has successfully deployed highly skilled manpower / personnel to some of the better known 

Multinationals, Internationals and Group of Companies in the Gulf / Middle East Countries to 

their entire satisfaction. Many of the personnel deployed by ACS continue to be employed till 

date and enjoy complete credibility from their respective employers, which is a matter of real 

pride for ACS.

ACS has ensured selection of only top quality candidates strictly in conformity with the “Job 

Specifications” to enable them not only to deliver the goods but also augment the Company's 

advancement prospects.

ACS, also outsource the professional in engineering, information technology services, Banking 

and finance to various Indian and overseas clients. ACS, was established and managed by 

professionals having extensive experienced in HR, IT, Marketing, Finance, Management and 

Process Engineering to provide dedicated technical and management consultancy to its clients 

with an emphasis on total client satisfaction.

About Us



The term “Resource” refers to a sum total of knowledge, effort, skills, talent, 

abilities and capacities possessed by an individual. Today the key resources of any 

organization are its workforce - their knowledge, commitment, skills and training – 

which provides competitive advantage for world - class companies. 

Resources

Marketing  =   Products + Services of people

Finance  =   Money + Analytical minds

Manufacturing  =  Technology + Skilled Personnel

Building  =  Raw Material + Creative People

Thus the importance human capital as a strategic resource spans across all key 

functions in an organization. In today's flattened, downsized, and performance 

driven organizations, trained and committed employees hold the competitive 

key. We firmly believe that hiring the “Right Talent” is the first step towards 

building any organization and thereby attain competitive advantage. Thus we 

provide strategic partnership to organizations in their quest for attracting human 

talent.

ACS has teams, comprising of high caliber, trained and dedicated Consultants are 

specialized in addressing requirements of all leading industry segments and will 

help you cherry-pick the right-fits from a pool of prospective employees, thus 

providing a seamless, high quality and consistent solution to your hiring needs.

The sum total of knowledge
efforts, skills, talent, abilities and capacities 
are called resource...‘‘

‘‘



ACS follows carefully a planned selection process. This process begins with understanding the 

clients' needs and goes all the way to follow-ups with both clients and candidates, post - 

recruitment.

Selection Process

Understanding client organization with regard to existing business activities, 

organization structure & culture, and future growth plans.

Mapping position specific competencies including job title, principal  accountabilities, 

key result areas, authority, external/internal contacts, reporting and supervisory 

relationships, working conditions/environment, job specifications, approximate 

compensation, location and other relevant details.

1
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Identification of candidates either from ACS's massive existing database or by 

advertising for the position.
3

4
Screening candidates on a one-to-one basis by drawing up competency profiles, 

using testing tools and assessment methods developed by ACS

We have teams comprising of high caliber,
trained & dedicated consultants for you to pick 
the right fits from a pool of talent‘‘

‘‘



Occupational Personality Questionnaires (OPQ). Personality questionnaires can be 

used to assess all types of staff for arrange of applications - selection and assessment, 

management development, performance management, counselling and 

occupational research. OPQ is a widely used tool to provide a profile of an individual's 

behaviour at work. It provides information on 32 relevant characteristics that can be 

used to create an Employee Work Profile for both career counselling and 

outplacement. A team of ACS's in - house assessors will conduct the entire process of 

assessment on a one - on - one basis.

Human Job Analysis (HJA) : The HJAis a pictorial representation of the profile of the job 

and generates a profile of a position against which a candidate can be compared. 

Personal Profile Analysis (PPA): The respondent gets profiled to provide the complete 

self - image of the person assessed indicating factors of self - motivation, the work 

mask, and behavioral changes in the personality of the individual under pressure. It 

provides a behavioral profiling tool and helps identify individual behavioral strengths 

and limitations.

a
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Competency - based interviewing and relevant behavioural questionnaires at various 

locations to prepare a shortlist with recommendations to client.
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Presenting the short listed candidates.6

Helping to negotiate the offer including compensation structures.7

Follow - up with client and candidate subsequent to candidate joining the organization 

to ensure satisfaction on both sides.8



Industries We Cover
We recognize that each industry has its own nuances in 

terms of management style, hiring practices and 

compensation norms. Thus in addition to providing 

geographical coverage to clients, ACS's recruiting solutions 

and resource professional, offer specialized services across 

the following industry. 



"India is IT". This NASSCOM slogan embodies the status of the IT 

industry in India today. The Indian IT sector has proved to be the 

country's fastest growing segment, even in troubled times-in the 

globally challenging economic environment of 2010-2012. To better 

focus on this rapidly evolving and highly complex environment, ACS 

Consultants is organized into highly focused teams to service our 

clients better. 

ACS With team strength of consultants and researchers, IT locations 

and the youngest of our technology verticals holds a growing promise. 

Dedicated to provide end-to-end solutions for corporate with a large 

requirement of professionals with similar skill sets, this team is adept at 

handling large volumes across multiple technology domains. 

For more information on ACS' Global Software Solutions practice, kindly 

get in touch with any of our offices or email us at hr@acs4jobs.com

Global Software Soltuons



With one of the largest marketplaces globally, India is emerging as a 

hotbed of consumer and retailing activity. The demand for professional 

who understand one of the most diverse set of consumers and their 

preferences has meant that talent in this sector is being recognized 

globally as one of the best available. ACS has a team of consultants and 

researchers with their in-depth knowledge and networking abilities 

spread across all cities to provide our clients with the most detailed 

coverage of this sector. We have helped our clients in identifying 

everything from Country heads to territory managers. For more 

information on ' Consumer, Retailing & Services practice, kindly get in 

touch with any of our offices or email us hr@acs4jobs.com

Consumer & Retailing Services

With a global market size of $1.6 trillion by 2014 (source: IDC) and a 

projected annual growth rate of 11%, the ITES/ BPO segment is one of 

the most significant business opportunities for the Indian Software and 

services Industry. To service the unique requirements of this high 

growth industry, ACS has a dedicated team of Consultants and 

Researchers, this team has handled it all, from senior mandates 

involving global talent to turnkey projects for both captive and third 

party centers.

For more information on ACS' IT Enabled Services practice, kindly get in 

touch with any of our offices or email us at hr@acs4jobs.com

IT Enabled Services



In the dynamic world of global business, a functional specialist with 

exposure to global work ethics and diverse geographies is a rare breed. 

To enhance our focus in identifying current functional leaders and 

future emerging talent, ACS has qualified consultants and researchers 

dedicated to this search. We can confidently say that your search for 

functional specialists ends here. For more information on ACS' Human 

Resources & Finance practice, kindly get in touch with any of our offices 

or email us hr@acs4jobs.com

Human Resource & Finance

In the complex world of finance and professional services, there is a 

need for consultants who are more than recruiters. They need to have 

the ability to partner with clients to understand the nuances of high 

finance and the integrity to have credibility with both clients and 

candidates. ACS, have team of dedicated Consultants and Researchers 

and are able to provide just that. Diverse areas such as asset 

management, banking, capital markets, insurance, investment 

banking, private equity and professional services this team serves 

some of the best in the industry.

For more information on ACS' Banking & Finance Services practice, 

kindly get in touch with any of our offices or email us at 

hr@acs4jobs.com

Banking & Financial Service



Led by companies with strong engineering capabilities, economies of 

scale, a competitive cost base and a large pool of engineering talent, 

India is fast emerging as global player in this sector. With a dedicated 

team of consultants and researchers spread across 3 locations, and a 

list of 150 completed mandates in the last year, ACS is strongly placed 

to assist both Indian and International companies in identifying the right 

candidate. Our team comprises of highly professional consultants with 

extensive experience in the multiple task that make up this sector, ACS 

consultants the one-of-a-kind player to service even total  solutions for 

our clients. For more information on ACS' Engineering, Process 

Industries & Infrastructure practice, kindly get in touch with any of our 

offices or email us at hr@acs4jobs.com

Engineering, Process Industries & Infrastructure

Indian Jewelry craft industry is the most popular skilled oriented 

expertise in the world with one of the largest Germs & Jewelry 

manufacturing talent & arts combined with latest technologies 

utilization for process. India is major global player in the sector. With the 

team of our dedicated expertise consultants, have deployed more than 

2000 skilled Technician Designer and management expert to various 

middle - east companies. ACS has high expertise and dedicated team 

of consultants to provide on time solution of your entire requirement.  

For more information on ACS' Gems & Jewelry Industries practice, 

kindly get in touch with any of our offices or email us at 

hr@acs4jobs.com

Gems & Jewelry Industries



Traditionally India is multi culture population; believe in guest relation 

mythology with strong educational background in hospitality industries 

have soft - tang and polite human nature, which comply with success & 

leading to emerging global market player in this sector. With our 

dedicated expertise consultants, have completed numerous 

workforces to various Hotels & Catering in Middle - east and Saudi 

Arabia. ACS, has caliber professional team of consultants to cater all 

your hospitalities need. For more information on ACS' Hospitalities 

Industries practice, kindly get in touch with any of our offices or email us 

at hr@acs4jobs.com

Hospitality Industries

The largest of our technology verticals has an impressive track record 

of keeping pace with the India's emerging technology leadership. With 

team of consultants and researchers spread across 3 locations, this 

team has successfully executed over 2000 mandates in Local, 

MiddleEast and USA, and Europe the past five year across multiple 

technology domains. Concentrating on top/ senior and middle 

management professionals, the teams is capable of handling complex 

one - off requirements and turnkey solutions for our clients. With 

technology assignments executed across industry domains, we are 

proud to be associated Indian and International clients who offer 

challenging work environment and rewarding careers.

For more information on ACS' IT & Telecommunications practice, kindly 

get in touch with any of our offices or email us at hr@acs4jobs.com

Information Technology & Communication



Few of our Esteemed Clients are





Authorized Saudi Consulate Mumbai for Visa Services.
Authorized License from the Ministry of Indian Overseas Affair

Recruiting License No. : B-0359/MUM/PER/1000+/05/3488/1992



Appreciation Letters from Clients

ISO 9001 : 2015 acs4jobs.com Life Member of IPEPCIL



ADVANCED CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Gulshan Mahal, 4/55, L. J. Road, Mahim (W),

Mumbai - 400016, India.

Tel .: +91 22 2447 6600 / 2444 5319 / 20
FAX .:  +91 22 2444 4431

Email .: acs@acs4jobs.com 

ACS International
Middle East Email .: gulf@acs4jobs.com

/acsmumbai

/acsmumbai

advanced-consultancy-services-837162110

/104864603124843967570
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